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Abstract: In recent years, sentential relation extraction has made remarkable progress with text and knowledge graphs (KGs). However, existing architectures ignore the valuable information contained in relationship labels, which KGs provide and can complement the model with additional signals and prior knowledge. To address this limitation, we propose a neural architecture that leverages knowledgeable labels to enhance sentential relation extraction. We name our proposed method knowledge label-aware sensitive relation extraction (KLA-SRE). To achieve this, we combine pre-trained static knowledge graph embeddings with learned semantic embeddings from other tokens to efficiently represent relation labels. By combining static pre-trained graph embeddings with learned word embeddings, we mitigate the inconsistency between predicted relations and given entities. Experimental results on various relation extraction benchmarks in different fields show that knowledge labels improve the F1 score by 1.6% and 1.1% on average over the baseline on standard- and minority-shot benchmarks, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Machine learning researchers now have access to vast amounts of structured and unstructured data, including structured knowledge graphs (KGs) such as Wikidata [1], Yago [2], and UMLS [3]. KGs organize various types of information, improve the accuracy and efficiency of machine learning algorithms, and provide valuable resources for natural language processing (NLP) tasks such as entity recognition, relationship extraction, and language modeling. Advances in NLP have led to the development of sophisticated models that can perform complex tasks such as text classification and sentiment analysis on unstructured text data. As a result, the intersection of KGs and NLP is a popular research area for developing accurate, efficient, and complex models that can process structured and unstructured data.

Two particular types of work use knowledge base information to improve the classification performance of relation extraction (RE). One prominent way to leverage knowledge bases to enhance RE is through distant supervision [4]. Distantly supervised RE models evaluate entity pairs in a sentence by verifying whether they are linked in the KGs. While KGs are a valuable source of training data for RE, their usefulness goes beyond that. KGs also provide information and structures that can help resolve issues such as data sparsity and inconsistency in other tagged sources. Another increasingly popular class of methods involves integrating unstructured text data with structured information to improve the performance of natural language processing tasks, including RE [5–7]. These methods aim to improve the performance of RE tasks by providing more representative embeddings that capture the complementary information from both unstructured text and structured data. Methods such as RECON [5] dynamically select relevant information from knowledge graphs and sentences through joint representation, enabling a more complete understanding of the input. However, this knowledge is derived from entity attributes.
and other information obtained from the knowledge base, rather than directly from the graph structure. Furthermore, embeddings are only trained for downstream tasks, ignoring the entire KGs. To address this, Papaluca et al. [8] incorporated KB embeddings based on precomputed topology, improving their model’s performance to levels comparable to those achieved by more advanced models on typical benchmark datasets.

The existing research has not adequately explored how to provide RE models with informative and informed label representations. Incorporating topological structure information from relationship label knowledge graph embeddings can improve the overall performance of RE models in the perceptual RE setting. Relationship labels are themselves topological structures in knowledge graphs, meaning that they are semantically related to other topological structures. This correlation can be exploited to improve RE. For example, in Table 1, given the relation father, its corresponding triples <zhang zun, zhang bao, father> and <christina stead, david george stead, father> and related triples of tail entities {<zhang bao, zhang zun, child>, <zhang bao, sex or gender, male>, <zhang bao, zhang, family name>}, {<david george stead, christina stead, child>, <david george stead, sex or gender, male>, and <david george stead, stead, family name>} in its corresponding triples underly the topology structure of itself. The topology structure carries the meaning that our models can induce from knowledge graph representations. Thus, obtaining the knowledge graph embeddings of the tail entity peter george peterson, which are derived from its related triples {<peter george peterson, sex or gender, male>, <peter george peterson, peterson, family name>}, which represent the topology structure of the tail entity peter george peterson and are similar to that of the tail entity in train example S1, leads the model to predict the representations of father rather than the representations of mother when similar priors are used for labels and words or phrases. In addition, a relation description explains the detailed meaning of the relation and the traits of its entity pair. It helps to figure out the pivotal context of the sentence and the specific trait of the entity. For example, in Table 1, relation descriptions indicate that the subject and object of father indicate information about the gender of the object.

In this study, we propose a new method for knowledge label-aware sensitive relation extraction (KLA-SRE) that utilizes knowledge graph information about relational labels and combines task learning with word embeddings to improve performance. By incorporating this background knowledge, our approach outperforms existing methods in terms of accuracy and effectiveness, making it a promising avenue for future research. The KLA-SRE system consists of two modules: the first module encodes the component words and their corresponding entity graph embeddings, while the second module extracts the relations between the entities. The KLA-SRE system comprises two distinct modules, with the first module functioning as an encoder tasked with the responsibility of encoding both the constituent words and its corresponding entity graph embeddings. The second module matches the word representation derived from the first module with the information-rich relation label representation, which contains the topological structure information and the descriptive semantics of the relation label and agrees with the knowledge-enhanced sentence.

This paper presents the results of our experiments conducted on several NER datasets pertaining to diverse domains. We summarize our contribution as follows:

- We propose a model architecture that is both straightforward and efficient, drawing upon knowledgeable labels to enhance its accuracy in the field of SRE.
- Our work demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed model in low-resource environments, yielding results comparable to state-of-the-art models in high-resource contexts.
Table 1. The head entity and tail entity are indicated by red and blue, respectively. The italics in brackets are corresponding KB ids and aliases/descriptions about the relation and entity. Given the training example, it requires models to predict which relation the test example expresses. red: head entity, blue: tail entity.

Training Example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R1: father</th>
<th>Paul Gouin the son of Lomer Gouin and granson of Honore Mercier.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1:</td>
<td>&quot;id&quot;: &quot;Q3371345&quot;, &quot;alias&quot;: &quot;paul gouin&quot;, &quot;id&quot;: &quot;Q764557&quot;, &quot;alias&quot;: &quot;lomer gouin&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test example:

| S2: Holly Peterson was born in 1964 Chicago, Illinois the daughter of Peter George Peterson and psychologist Sally Peterson. |

KG Topology Structure:

KG Triples of R1: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KG Triples of Entities in S1:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;id&quot;: &quot;Q764557&quot;, &quot;alias&quot;: &quot;lomer gouin&quot;, &quot;id&quot;: &quot;Q3371345&quot;, &quot;alias&quot;: &quot;paul gouin&quot;, &quot;id&quot;: &quot;Q764557&quot;, &quot;alias&quot;: &quot;lomer gouin&quot;, &quot;id&quot;: &quot;Q6581097&quot;, &quot;alias&quot;: &quot;male&quot;, &quot;id&quot;: &quot;P21&quot;, &quot;alias&quot;: &quot;sex or gender&quot;, &quot;id&quot;: &quot;Q16870263&quot;, &quot;alias&quot;: &quot;Gouin&quot;, &quot;id&quot;: &quot;P734&quot;, &quot;alias&quot;: &quot;family name&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Related Works

2.1. Sentential Relation Extraction

Sentential relationship extraction (SRE) is a natural language processing task that aims to extract semantic relationships between entities from a single sentence. The restriction of sentential RE is that when predicting KG relationships, the document context is limited to the input sentence, excluding other occurrences of entity pairs [9,10]. Some studies continuously pretrain a pretrained language model on text with linked entities using relationship-oriented goals [10–12]. Specifically, BERT-MTB [12] proposes a matching blank objective to determine whether two relations share the same entity.

2.2. Knowledge Graph Information Enhanced RE

Recent works on knowledge graph information sentential RE mainly focus on injecting external knowledge into PLMs. Methods such as ERNIE [13] and KnowBERT [14] incorporate pretrained entity embeddings from knowledge graphs into the transformer. Some other existing models use a KG as a supplementary information source to process noisy sentences. These models, typically implemented as dual encoders (one for the text input and one for the KG input), are trained to rely more on the text encoder when given informative sentences and more on the KG encoder when faced with noisy sentences [11,15–20].
Some methods focus on dynamically learning representations of KB entities simultaneously with word representations to improve performance for sentential RE. Vashishth et al. [7] conducted a matching procedure between the relation predicted by the Stanford OpenIE [21] pipeline and a set of relation aliases retrieved from the knowledge base. This resulted in a matched relation embedding, which was then combined with the sentence representation. Moreover, a corresponding entity-type embedding was developed using the entity type identified in the KB. The resulting entity type embedding was also concatenated to the sentence encoding. Bastos et al. [5] present a novel approach for constructing an entity attribute context embedding. The proposed method involves processing various entity properties from the knowledge base with a BiLSTM encoder [22]. In addition, triplet context embeddings are learned for each relation triplet by imposing translational properties in the embedding space [23] on the triplet and its KG neighbors. The two distinct representations are then integrated with the sentence encodings using a GP-GNN [24] and subsequently fed into a classifier for relation prediction. Nadgeri et al. [6] propose a strategy for dynamically selecting relevant information. To achieve this goal, they extract and encode numerous KB properties for each entity using a BiLSTM [22]. They then combine the resulting encodings with the sentence encoding to establish a heterogeneous information graph. To obtain contextually relevant information, the graph is pruned using a combination of graph convolutional neural network techniques [25], pooling, and self-attention layers. Finally, the pruned information is aggregated and fed to the relation classifier. Andrea et al. [8] propose a novel model that builds upon existing models described by Nguyen and Verspoor [26] and Giorgi et al. [27]. The proposed model combines off-task pre-trained graph embeddings with on-task fine-tuned BERT encoders. They comprehensively evaluate the model, taking into account pre-computed knowledge base embeddings. The model is a simple extension of BERT, but it is competitive with other state-of-the-art models that directly perform on-task training on these embeddings. We namely this model PKG in our paper. However, current approaches only incorporate entity embeddings that are derived from a range of entity properties or topology-based entity embeddings, as well as information obtained from the knowledge graph. They fail to consider the topology and description of semantic information associated with relation labels. To fully utilize the benefits of knowledgeable labels in sentence-level relation extraction, this paper presents a novel model for exploiting label information within knowledge graphs.

3. Background

In this section, we establish the formulation of the relation extraction task and the few-shot RE settings.

**Sentential relation extraction**: A sentence, denoted by \( T = (t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_l) \), is essentially a sequence of words. The entities in a sentence are represented by the set \( M = m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_k \), where every \( m_k = (t_i, w_2, \ldots, t_j) \) is a segment of the sentence \( T \). These mentions are annotated using entities from a knowledge graph (KG), such that \( m_k \in E \), where \( e_j \in E \). A relation instance is defined as \( x = (T, e_1, e_2) \), implying the presence of a target relationship that is expected to be predicted by RE models for the given sentence's \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) entities. In the event that no corresponding relationship is found in the KG, the label \( NA \) is applied. The task of sentence-level relation extraction asserts that only the sentence containing a given pair of entities is pertinent for predicting the correct relation, while disregarding all other sentences in the set. This approach is commonly referred to as the sentential RE task.

**Low-shot relation extraction**: Low-shot relation extraction necessitates models that can identify previously unseen relations with minimal samples. This task involves performing relation extraction using only a limited number of annotated instances for newly introduced relations. Each few-shot relation extraction task consists of a support set, \( R = r_1, \ldots, r_N \), containing annotated instances for \( N \) novel relations. Specifically, for relation \( i \), the support set \( r_i = r_{i}^0, \ldots, r_{i}^K \) contains \( K, K \geq 0 \) such instances. The aim is for models
to acquire the ability to transfer knowledge and accurately extract the target relation, $y_t$, for any given instance, $x$, through the K-shot support set.

4. Model

In this section, we present the details of our proposed approach. Figure 1 shows the overall structure; our model consists of two modules: a knowledge-augmented sentence encoding module and a knowledge label-aware relationship classification module. The knowledge-augmented sentence-encoding module initializes sentence encodings with BERT outputs. For multi-token entities, named entity encodings are extracted and averaged. The knowledge-graph-embedding augmented model connects knowledge graph embeddings to entity encodings. Each entity is decomposed into head-to-tail representations to form candidate pairs, which are then passed to the biaffine attention layer for knowledgeable label-aware relationship classification. To ensure that the representations of entity pairs and relationship labels are in the same semantic space, the same BERT encoder is used to compute the description semantics of relationship labels. Furthermore, the topology knowledge graph embeddings of relation labels are combined into their representations for better matching abilities.

4.1. Knowledgeable Label Aware Context Encoder

Since BERT has achieved excellent performance on most NLP tasks, we adopt it as the context encoder to obtain representations of sentences and relation label descriptions.

![Figure 1](image-url)
4.1.1. Sentence Encoder

The initial encodings for the sentence’s tokens are provided by the pre-trained language model. In our study, we have chosen to utilize variations of the BERT model, such as the bert-base-cased and roberta-base implementations provided by Huggingface [28]. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that any other encoder with the ability to provide context-dependent embeddings can be utilized in place of the encoder. Throughout training, we do not restrict the encoder from modification and allow gradients to flow through it, which permits the fine-tuning of its parameters to optimize token representation for the given task. In more detail, the training procedure in our paper commences with the encoder being fully frozen and continues with unfreezing the last four layers in the initial epochs of training, as proposed in Araci’s [29] work. Prior research has demonstrated that this approach does not inevitably lead to a decrease in accuracy, yet it considerably alleviates the computational load. Given a sentence, \([w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n]\), we use BERT to generate a contextual representation of the sentence as follows:

\[
X = BERT([w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n])
\]  

where \(X \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d_h}\).

4.1.2. Relation Description Encoder

Since our label description of the semantic encoder is identical to the sentence encoder, our architecture can accept any textual form as input to generate description representations. To ensure compatibility with prior research, we exclusively employ the natural language format of label descriptions for our primary outcomes \(r_{word}\).

4.1.3. Collaborative Attention Module

It should be noted that in the model augmented by a graph embedding, we append the relative knowledge graph embeddings \(e^{knowledge}_{h|t}\) and \(r^{knowledge}\) of Lerer et al. [30] to represent the topology structure for head/tail entities and relation labels. As mentioned earlier, the relationship description and topology elaborate on the detailed meaning and characteristics of entity pairs. Therefore, highlighting key information in sentences is beneficial for extracting both instructional and relational features. We transform the relation representations \(r_{word}, r^{knowledge}\) with \(W_s\) and \(W_k\) to obtain different representations from the perspectives of sentence and knowledge graph structures. Afterwards, to better attend to the information content of both inputs, we adopt a collaborative attention module:

\[
\alpha_s = softmax(r_{word}W_sX)
\]

\[
\hat{X} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_s X
\]

\[
\alpha_k = softmax(r^{knowledge}W_k(e^{knowledge}_{h} - e^{knowledge}_{t}))
\]

\[
e^{knowledge}_{h|t} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_k e^{knowledge}_{h|t}
\]

where \(\alpha_s(\alpha_k)\) is the attention weight over the word and knowledge graph representations, \(X(e^{knowledge}_{h|t})\), of the sentence (topology structure) and the final weighted vector, \(\hat{X}(e^{knowledge}_{h|t})\), is obtained by the sum operation.

4.1.4. Entity Filter

The entity filter aims to eliminate non-entity tokens from text representations. For multi-token entities, two common options are to choose the last token or the average of all tokens as the identifier. We tested both options and found no significant difference in
performance for our application. As a result, we chose to use the average encoding of the entity’s constituent tokens, $w_1, \ldots, w_j$, as its identifier:

$$x_{\text{word}|t} = \frac{1}{j} \sum_{i=1}^{j} x_{i|t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

### 4.2. Relation Classification

For models augmented by knowledge graph embeddings, we connect the average encoding of each entity, $x_{\text{word}|t}$, to its knowledge graph embedding, $e_{\text{knowledge}|t}$, to obtain the final input, $x$, of the RE module.

$$x_{h|t} = [x_{\text{word}|t}, e_{\text{knowledge}|t}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

For detailed information about the relationship classification module, we refer to the original works [26,27,31], our relationship classification method adopts the deep bi-affine attention mechanism [31]. To capture the directionality of the relations, we use two single-layer feed-forward networks to project pairs of entities into head and tail vector representations, based on their roles as head or tail arguments of the relation.

$$x^h = \text{FFNN}_{\text{head}} x_h$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$x^t = \text{FFNN}_{\text{tail}} x_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The NEG class is assigned to an entity pair if there is no relation between them, or if the predicted entities are incorrect. Next, we utilize the biaffine attention operator on every head–tail candidate pair, $(x_j^h, x_k^t)$, $j \neq i$:

$$B(x_1, x_2) := x_1^T U x_2 + W(x_1||x_2) + b$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$x_i^{RE} = B(x_j^{\text{head}}, x_k^{\text{tail}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where we indicate with $||$ the column-wise concatenation. To assign scores to each relation class, a softmax activation layer is utilized. The cross-entropy function is employed as the RE loss to compare the predicted scores with the ground truth labels, which are represented through informative embeddings.

$$\mathcal{L} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{\text{expr}_i}{\text{exp}x_i^{RE}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

### 5. Experiments

We conduct extensive experiments in standard- and low-resource settings, respectively.

#### 5.1. Datasets

To assess the benefits of incorporating informative labels into sentential RE models, we examined two widely used RE datasets: the Wikidata corpus [9] and the NYT corpus [32].

(i) The Wikidata dataset is generated through distant supervision, connecting the Wikipedia English corpus to Wikidata, and contains sentences with multiple relationships. This extensive dataset includes 353 different relations, with 372,059 training sentences and 360,334 test sentences. (ii) The New York Times Freebase dataset is annotated by linking New York Times articles with Freebase KGs and includes 53 relations (including “NA”, indicating no relationship). The training set and test set consist of 455,771 sentences and 172,448 sentences, respectively. To enhance the dataset, we introduce our proposed context.

To evaluate our proposed method in a low-resource setting, we used the FewRel dataset [33,34], which is constructed by remotely aligning Wikidata triples with Wikipedia articles. The FewRel dataset consists of 100 relation types, with 700 instances of each type.
The standard FewRel setting adopts 64/16/20 splits for the training/validation/test sets, where the training and validation sets are publicly accessible and the test set is not. We followed the standard Flex benchmark setup and split the training and validation sets of FewRel into a training set of 65 relations, a validation set of 5 relations, and a test set of 10 relations. The test tasks were sampled and processed using the official Flex toolkit.

5.2. Implementation Details

The pre-training knowledge base data, consisting of 25,933,196 sentences, was obtained from Wikipedia Dumps [1]. Wikidata5m [35] integrated the Wikidata knowledge graph and Wikipedia pages, and was utilized as the knowledge base, containing 3,085,345 entities and 822 relation types. To acquire pre-trained graph embeddings for entities and relations, we utilized the method proposed by Adam et al. [30], which is a distributed and memory-efficient implementation capable of handling extensive graphs. This approach has been noted to be as effective as the original implementation of the most advanced models mentioned previously. The pre-trained embeddings we use make use of the TransE [23] approach with an embedding dimension of size 200.

To ensure a fair comparison between models with and without graph embeddings, we excluded sentences with unavailable embeddings from the training phase of the base model. We retained all sentences in the test set, regardless of whether embeddings were available. If an entity had no embedding available, we replaced its graph embedding with a zero tensor.

In this paper, we trained the model for each dataset using a distinct random initialization, repeated ten times both with and without the inclusion of pre-trained graph embeddings. As a result, we trained a total of twenty models for each experiment. It should be noted that throughout the experiments, we consistently employed the AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of $2 \times 10^{-5}$. The Pytorch Library [36] was utilized for the implementation of both the optimizer and the overall model.

To evaluate sentential RE, we compare the performance using precision, recall, and the F1 score, both for each single relation class, and on average with micro- and macro-averaging. For zero-shot and few-shot RE tasks, we follow the FLEX benchmark and report the accuracy, confidence interval, and standard deviation correspondingly. All these results reported are from the official Flex toolkits.

5.3. Baselines

For sentence relation extraction (RE), we use three knowledge-augmented RE models as baselines: RECON [5] uses graph neural networks to learn representations of sentences and facts stored in a knowledge graph (KG) to automatically identify relationships in sentences. KGpool [6] dynamically expands the context of a sentence with extra facts from a KG to address the sparsity of sentence RE. PKG [8] combines pretrained knowledge base graph embeddings with transformer-based language models to improve performance on the sentential RE task.

For zero-shot and few-shot RE tasks, we compare our model with UniFew [37], a unified few-shot learning model based on T5 [38]. UniFew converts each few-shot classification task into a machine-reading comprehension format and predicts the results through generation. Pre-trained on large-scale MRC data, UniFew achieves strong performance on both zero- and few-shot RE tasks.

5.4. Overall Performance

5.4.1. Sentential RE

According to the results presented in Table 2, KLA-SRE outperforms both dynamically and statically knowledge integration methods in full-data scenarios. Specifically, KLA-SRE outperforms the PKG$_{ge}$ method by 1.76% on Micro F1 and Macro F1 and 5.45% on NYT, indicating the usefulness of the topological knowledge and description semantics contained
in the labels. The topological knowledge and description semantics contained in the labels are useful for classification tasks, thus improving the performance of KLA-SRE.

Our proposed method is outperformed by the current state-of-the-art model KG-Pool in terms of the micro-average metric on the Wikidata dataset, despite the significant improvement in performance achieved by adding knowledgeable labels. However, on the Wikidata dataset, our model (roberta-base) performs similarly to the current state-of-the-art model RECON, showing superior macro-average scores in terms of recall (R) and F1. On the NYT dataset, our model performs well, improving by 1.65% and 2.57% in micro- and macro-F1, respectively.

Table 2. Table 1 summarizes the average precision (P), recall (R), and F1 scores for two standard datasets obtained from our experiments. The subscript \(_{ge}\) indicates the model with graph embeddings, and the subscript \(_{1e}\) indicates the model trained for one epoch in the Wikidata experiment. We include the results of other studies using the same dataset where possible; otherwise, the spaces are left empty (-). For the New York Times dataset, we only include the single reported F1 score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Micro</th>
<th>Macro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikidata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECON [5]</td>
<td>87.24</td>
<td>87.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KG-Pool [6]</td>
<td>88.60</td>
<td>88.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bert-base</td>
<td>85.43</td>
<td>78.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roberta-base</td>
<td>85.50</td>
<td>80.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roberta – base(_{1e})</td>
<td>83.71</td>
<td>83.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKG [8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bert-base</td>
<td>88.34</td>
<td>79.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roberta-base</td>
<td>87.66</td>
<td>82.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roberta – base(_{1e})</td>
<td>86.83</td>
<td>83.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bert-base</td>
<td>88.56</td>
<td>82.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roberta-base</td>
<td>88.72</td>
<td>83.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roberta – base(_{1e})</td>
<td>87.49</td>
<td>86.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLA-SRE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bert-base</td>
<td>52.71</td>
<td>77.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.2. Low-Shot RE

When compared to the robust baseline method Unifew, the KLA-SRE method achieves similar performance enhancements, as shown in Table 3. KLA-SRE outperforms the baseline methods by at least 1.5% in zero-shot and few-shot RE tasks, exhibiting narrower standard deviations and shallower confidence intervals than Unifew, indicating that its predictions are more consistent across various tasks.

Table 3. The experimental results of the FewRel validation and test sets using zero-shot and few-shot relation extraction are presented in this table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Zero-Shot</th>
<th>Few-Shot</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acc. ± ci.</td>
<td>Std.</td>
<td>Acc. ± ci.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unifew</td>
<td>52.5 ± 2.0</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>79.2 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unifew-meta</td>
<td>79.4 ± 1.9</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>87.2 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLA-SRE</td>
<td>53.7 ± 1.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>81.1 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above two aspects show that explicit knowledge of relation labels is helpful with the pre-trained model, which can reduce the search space for target labels in the early stages of model training. Moreover, Unifew-meta achieves state-of-the-art results for all low-shot RE tasks through supervised meta-training, possibly due to the prevalence of negative instances in the test task. Nonetheless, meta-training programs mitigate this issue.
5.5. Ablation Studies

In this subsection, we study following research questions: “RQ1: How effective is KLA-SRE in capturing the knowledge of relation labels contained in KG structure and description for the sentential RE?” This research question is further divided into two sub-research questions: RQ1.1: what is the useful contribution of each relation attribute context (description semantics, topology information) for sentential RE? RQ1.2: Is the addition of the KG information of relation labels statistically significant?

Table 4 summarizes the performance of KLA-SRE and its configurations. The performance of w/o relation Demb outperforms that of w/o relation Gemb, indicating that knowledge tags reduce the amount of topological information required to describe the semantic contribution. This reported study on the knowledgeable label-aware relation classification module’s effectiveness answers our first sub-research question (RQ1.1). w/o relation Gemb and entity Gemb continues to outperform w/o relation Gemb and relation Demb. This shows that training in a separate vector space still helps to learn more relationship labels in the relationship classification task. Expressive embeddings and the appropriate leveraging of knowledge stored in knowledge graphs for fitting tasks can resolve representation inconsistencies between sentences and relation labels. The observations can be explained as follows: replacing one hot vector of relationship labels with contextual embeddings from knowledge graph helps the model to correctly predict the relationship class of the entities in the sentence. This positive result verifies the effectiveness of knowledge label incorporation and answers research question RQ1.2.

Table 4. Ablation study on validation set of NYT. w/o, Gemb, and Demb are the abbreviations of without, graph embeddings, and description embeddings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KLA-SRE</td>
<td>52.71</td>
<td>77.94</td>
<td>62.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o relation Demb</td>
<td>52.06</td>
<td>76.67</td>
<td>62.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o relation Gemb</td>
<td>51.56</td>
<td>75.83</td>
<td>61.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o relation Gemb and relation Demb</td>
<td>49.26</td>
<td>73.11</td>
<td>58.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o relation Gemb and entity Gemb</td>
<td>50.34</td>
<td>74.25</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o relation Demb and entity Gemb</td>
<td>50.52</td>
<td>74.10</td>
<td>60.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 5, the accuracy decreases when we concatenate random embeddings of the knowledge graph and descriptions instead of utilizing pretrained graph embeddings and on-task description embeddings, indicating the validity of the information contained in the knowledge labels. We further utilize the random embedding of knowledge graphs and descriptions, respectively. The results show that both the relationship description and topology help extract more informative context and beneficial clues for entity embeddings for classification, with the latter being more advantageous. Using meaningful description embeddings alone only slightly improves the original network without any embeddings, suggesting that the topology may provide more instructional cues. This is because topology is more consistent with the characteristics of a particular relationship. Replacing pretrained graph embeddings and description embeddings via different representation methods can achieve comparable performance. All these results answer RQ1.
Table 5. Ablation study on the FewRel dataset. Gemb and Demb are the abbreviations of graph embeddings and description embeddings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Acc. ± ci.</th>
<th>Std.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KLA-SRE</td>
<td>81.1 ± 1.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Random Embeddings of Gemb and Demb</td>
<td>71.1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Random Embeddings of Gemb</td>
<td>75.4 ± 1.2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Random Embeddings of Demb</td>
<td>79.2 ± 1.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- RESCAL [39] Gemb</td>
<td>80.5 ± 1.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- DisMult [40] Gemb</td>
<td>80.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Glove Demb</td>
<td>79.8 ± 1.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- no Gemb and Demb</td>
<td>69.4 ± 1.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We propose a neural architecture that leverages the KG topology information and description semantics of relation labels for sentential relation extraction. Our model significantly outperforms the baselines’ high-resource settings and performs on par in the low-resource setting. We performed extensive experiments to show that the knowledgeable label-aware relation classification module incorporates strong prior knowledge from KGs. We demonstrate that the consistency of relational label representations and sentence representations is critical to retrieving prior knowledge.

Based on the assessment of ornamental value and the insights gained in this article, we point out future research directions: (1) Researchers with access to the industrial research ecosystem can investigate how KLA-SRE and other sentential REs can be evaluated for industrial applications, and (2) the impact of retrieved KG data quality on sentential RE performance is a feasible next step for future research.
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